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We image the chiroptical response of crossed nanowire junctions as a function of the vertical offset between the nanowires and the incident wavelength. These samples show chiroptical “hot spots” with strongly localized circular differential scattering at the nanowire crossing points. These chiroptical hot spots are not apparent in the spatially averaged spectra. The sign and magnitude of the chiroptical enhancement show a complex dependence on sample geometry, which we reproduce with a fully retarded analytical scattering model. These results suggest strategies for engineering devices with enhanced chiral light-matter interactions. © 2013 American Institute of Physics.
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The ability to control chiral light-matter interactions is critical for our understanding of fundamental physical symmetries1–3 and opens up new possibilities for applications in sensing, molecular structure determination, and optics, such as the design of circular polarizers4 and negative index metamaterials.5 In principle, metal nanostructures can bridge the mismatch between visible wavelengths and molecular dimensions by generating optical-frequency fields that vary over molecular-scale distances.6,7 Such fields can excite electric dipole-forbidden transitions in molecules, including those associated with chiroptical response.

Chiral metal nanostructures show strongly enhanced chiroptical properties, including strong circular differential scattering4,8–11 and asymmetric interactions with chiral molecules.12,13 Spatially averaged measurements have yielded circular dichroism spectra that depended on the nanostructure geometry, but these measurements were not sensitive to spectral features that may be localized to particular regions of the sample. Metal nanostructures have long been known to generate dramatically enhanced local field intensities and gradients.14 We hypothesized that within regions of highly contorted fields one might find greatly enhanced chiroptical response, which was not seen in whole-field averages. We thus sought to create a chiral metal nanostructure where the chiroptical response could be probed as a function of space and device geometry.

In 1929, Kuhn introduced a simple classical model for a chiral molecule, consisting of two dipolar oscillators, displaced vertically from each other by a distance \( h \), and rotated about the displacement axis by an angle \( \theta \) (Figure 1),15 called the “twisted H” geometry. We created twisted H dipolar oscillators from crossed nanowires. We mapped the circular dichroism spectra as a function of \( h \) and \( \lambda \), and observed remarkable chiroptical “hot spots” at the crossing points of the nanowires.

To create devices with tunable spacing between the nanowires we used the technique of convex lens induced confinement (CLIC; Figure 2).16 We fabricated arrays of parallel metal nanowires on two fused silica substrates. The patterned substrates were aligned face to face with the nanowire axes oriented at ±45° relative to each other. An annular spacer with an inner radius of 10 mm created a 10 \( \mu \)m air gap between the flat substrates. A convex lens pushed down on the top substrate, causing the substrate to bow downward until it made contact with the bottom substrate at a single point. Twisted H nanowire pairs were thus formed with vertical gaps that varied continuously from zero at the contact point to 10 \( \mu \)m at the edge of the annulus. Due to the shallow curvature of the top substrate, translations of hundreds of microns in the plane of the sample led to changes in gap height of tens of nanometers.

The CLIC apparatus was mounted in a homemade microscope designed for spectroscopic polarimetry. A homemade Czerny-Turner monochromator provided illumination.

FIG. 1. Twisted H configuration of nanowire plasmonic oscillators. The nanowires were affixed to planar substrates in a sandwich geometry, and the top substrate was bowed down toward the bottom one to set the gap height \( h \). In all experiments described here, \( \theta = \pm 45° \). The incident circularly polarized fields are shown in orange.
A liquid crystal variable retarder modulated the incident polarization in synchrony with video capture of transmitted-light images of the sample. For each data point, 40 images where acquired with alternating polarization. Signal from nanowire-free regions of the sample was used to correct for variations in illumination intensity. The microscope reported maps of the Jones matrices (linear and circular dichroism, linear and circular birefringence), with sub-micron spatial resolution and $<10$ nm spectral resolution between wavelengths of 525 and 910 nm.

Figure 3(a) shows an image under transmitted monochromatic light (630 nm) of the crossed nanowire array. At low magnification ($4\times$; inset) we observed a Newton’s rings pattern due to interference of reflections from the top and bottom glass-air interfaces. At higher magnification ($40\times$), the crossed nanowire arrays were resolved as well. The square alignment marks enabled precise location of each high magnification image within the low magnification image. The gap height at every nanowire junction was then determined through reference to the Newton’s rings pattern.

We acquired a series of images as in Figure 3(a), alternately under left- and right-circular polarized light (CPL). We then constructed a dissymmetry map, defined as

$$ g = \frac{I^L - I^R}{2(I^L + I^R)} , $$

where $I^L$ and $I^R$ represent the images under left- and right-CPL. To our surprise, “hot spots” appeared in this dissymmetry map at the nanowire crossings (Fig. 3(b)). The dissymmetry value at the hot spot varied with separation between the nanowires, and even changed sign at some gap heights (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). Thus, the “handedness” of the twisted H did not uniquely determine the sign of the optical dissymmetry, even at a fixed wavelength. This tunability may be useful in nanophotonic devices where a simple linear motion of one component can change the qualitative behavior of the array.

The dissymmetry map was dramatically different from the transmitted light images from which it was calculated. While the nanowires were clearly visible in the transmitted light images, only their crossings appeared in the dissymmetry map. High magnification views of the crossings (Figure 3(c)) showed a dissymmetry pattern consisting of concentric rings with dissymmetry of alternating sign. These features highlight the importance of obtaining spatially resolved maps of chiral metallic nanostructures. In a spatially averaged measurement, these features would be lost.

To explore further these chiral hot spots, we acquired circular dichroism images as a function of wavelength and gap height. We measured the dissymmetry factor at the nanowire crossing points, $g(h, \lambda)$ (Figure 4(a)). This quantity oscillated as a function of $h$, with a period of $\lambda/2$. Circular differential scattering is an interference effect, requiring a round-trip path of the light between the oscillators; hence the $\lambda/2$ periodicity. However, the $h$-dependence was not sinusoidal, and furthermore the sign of $g$ depended on $h$ and $\lambda$ in a complex way. Switching the orientation of the top nanowires from $+45^\circ$ to $-45^\circ$ reversed the sign of $g(h, \lambda)$, as expected.

To interpret the surprising dependence of dissymmetry on gap height and wavelength, we next developed an analytical model of twisted H dipole oscillators, including fully retarded electrodynamic coupling, modeled on the work of Keller and Bustamante.\(^{18}\) We treated each rod as a pointlike anisotropic dipolar oscillator with frequency-dependent complex polarizability tensor

$$ \alpha = \varepsilon_0 AVR(\varphi_i) \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & e^{i\beta} \end{pmatrix} R(-\varphi_i) , $$

where $\rho$ and $\beta$ measure linear dichroism and linear birefringence, respectively, and the overall amplitude and phase of the dipole response are determined by a complex coefficient $A = A_0 e^{i\psi}$. These four parameters ($\rho$, $\beta$, $A_0$, and $\psi$) depend on the frequency of illumination, the composition of the particle, and its shape. The rotation matrix $R(\varphi_i)$ accounts for...
the orientation of the dipoles ($\phi_1 = 0, \phi_2 = \pm45^\circ$). $V$ is an effective volume. We used our polarimetric microscope to measure these parameters as a function of wavelength on individual rods in a single layer.\(^{17}\)

We then coupled the rods in the first Born approximation using the retarded electromagnetic Green’s function as the field propagator.\(^{17}\) The fields scattered by the rods in the forward direction were added to the incident field to determine the intensity at the detector. Repeating this calculation for left- and right-CPL produced a prediction for the wavelength- and separation-dependent dissymmetry factor, Eq. (1).

Figure 4 shows measured and calculated dissymmetry factors at the nanowire junctions as a function of gap height and wavelength. The theoretical fitting and data coincide closely for both enantiomeric configurations ($\theta = \pm45^\circ$). Table S1 gives fitting parameters. Thus, the optical dissymmetry of twisted nanowire plasmonic oscillators is well described by retarded dipolar interactions in the first Born approximation.

At gaps smaller than those studied here, our analytical approach may need extension in two ways. First, higher-order couplings of the rods may become important, i.e., one should solve for the fields self-consistently rather than in the single-scattering limit. Second, the point-dipole approximation may need extension to include higher order Floquet modes in the nanowires.

A key challenge in designing chiral plasmonic sensors has been the difficulty of placing molecules in the region of strongest chiral field; often these regions reside in the dielectric support. The sandwich geometry of the CLIC device enables one to flow into the gap any test molecule of interest, and to disassemble and clean the nanowires between uses. We speculate that chiral molecules may show strongly enhanced circular dichroism when probed with the highly twisted electromagnetic fields that arise in the twisted nanojunctions. The CLIC geometry enables one to probe such phenomena as a function of gap height, without the need to fabricate new devices for each height.

In metamaterial research, the conventional fabrication processes create rigid structures with fixed frequency responses. Greater flexibility and functionality, as required for many practical uses, may be achieved by controlling the effective electromagnetic parameters of the artificial medium through externally tunable components. One approach is through integration of the dielectric/metallic structures with other classes of materials such as liquid crystals, with tunable dielectric properties.\(^{19}\) Another approach, “structural tuning,” is based on a continuous adjustment of the lattice.
structure. For example, the optical properties of metal nanostructures on a compliant polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate could be tuned by stretching the PDMS.\textsuperscript{20} Chiral structures are by necessity three dimensional, and the experiments presented here demonstrate mechanical tuning in a three-dimensional plasmonic structure. The continuously variable gap of the CLIC geometry may prove useful in other experiments where one wishes to probe the optical properties of nanostructures as a function of their separation.

The appearance of chiroptical hot-spots in a chiral nanowire array underscores the importance of real-space imaging in characterizing plasmonic nanostructures and points toward the possibility of enhanced chiral sensing using crossed nanowire plasmonic structures.
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